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Dear Editor

For many years cycling casualty numbers and rates declined, and using a bike in a town is now far safer than it was.  However, the downward trend has recently reversed and the nine deaths by July in 2013 already equal the total for 2012 [Herald 23.7.13].

Transport Minister Keith Brown's recently-issued Cycle Action Plan for Scotland (CAPS) is patently wrong to say that the UK is "clearly reducing fatalities in cyclists" - and he is even more wrong in Scotland, with deaths now rising consistently over the last 4 years.

Sadly this is not the only way in which the Scottish Government is getting it wrong on cycling.  It is failing on funding, it is failing on research, and it is failing in the cycling messages which it presents to motorists and to cyclists.  Yet Deputy First Minister Nicola Sturgeon recently told Parliament that the government has “commitment and determination” to reach its “target” for 10% of all trips to be bike by 2020.

On funding, experience from the English Cycle Demonstration Towns and from Europe suggests that to have any hope of reaching 10% (whilst preserving safety) the Scottish Government should now be investing ￡20 per person per year, not the current ￡4.

We are told cash is short.  Yet there is ￡3000m to dual the A9, ￡3000m for the A96 and ￡1500m for the Forth Bridge, to name only the more costly planned trunk road projects. Is there another CAPS? - a secret Car Action Plan for Scotland with a target to multiply car use by 2020? - we should be told!

Of course, even if the government were to invest at a realistic level, it would be years before Scotland reached the cycling infrastructure of European countries.  So where should money be invested first? and what messages should be given about using a bike in current road conditions?

Messages on cycling safety from the government (and road safety agencies and manufacturers) clearly need to be drastically reappraised, yet there is no sign of the desperately needed research happening.

It may be more than ironic that cycling casualties are rising over exactly the same period that cyclist safety equipment is being used more and more.  Given the mixed evidence on its effects [see www.cyclehelmets.org] it is little surprise that casualties are rising at the same time as the use of such equipment has been growing.

In contrast, the evidence on safety in relation to road-type is shockingly clear.  There is less than one death for every 100 million km cycled on urban minor roads [a similar rate to the Netherlands], but 4 deaths on urban 'A' roads, and 17 on rural 'A' roads [UK figures]. 

Sadly we see this reflected in recent death reports – most cycling is not on 'A' roads, but that is where the deaths are happening, and it matters little if the cyclist is or is not using 'safety' equipment.

Indeed, there is evidence that motorists will keep further away from a cyclist who appears to be vulnerable.  Conversely, cyclists who feel safe because they are fully equipped may choose a faster road than they otherwise would.  Whilst safety equipment can reduce injury where a cyclist falls off their bike, it is of little help in a high speed crash (helmets are designed for 10-12mph impact) and for the above reasons it may even contribute to that crash happening.

Government and the safety industry refuse to research these possibilities.  Indeed, they give motorists and cyclists the message that a hi-viz helmeted cyclist is safe, and they fail to tackle or even to make clear the huge safety differences for cyclists between fast and slower roads.

If the Scottish government is serious about raising cycle use whilst reducing casualties, it should...

1. Use a small fraction of its roads budget to invest in cycling at European levels, and to incentivise local authorities to do the same.
2. Prioritise high quality segregated infrastructure on urban 'A' roads.  Rural roads, particularly where there is no realistic alternative, need individually assessed for priority infrastructure or other measures.
3. Commission truly independent research into the reasons why the long-term trend in cycling safety is reversing.
4. Reappraise safety campaigns and retail advertising so that motorists and cyclists are aware that safety equipment does not mean safety, and that road danger depends more on the nature of a road and its traffic.
5. Bring Scotland into line with Europe on Strict Liability, so that motorists take more care of cyclists and of pedestrians - with the added benefit that cyclists also take more care of pedestrians.
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